CIRCULAR

Sub.: Scanning of Security documents.

The work of online computerization for accounts is now complete and other functions for online computerization are under active process. In the array, it has been decided that all the loan and security documents being kept by the Corporation at different levels of offices of the Corporation should also be kept in digital manner in the computer software through scanning, uploading and retaining the same in the computer Hard Disk as well as CD Format.

All the documents lying in “Security Envelopes” are required to be scanned and uploaded in the accounting software in three parts (three separate files in one folder in the name of borrower unit) namely as follows:

(I) Loan Agreement & Guarantee related documents.
(II) Title documents
(III) All other documents

It is further decided that security documents for all the new cases should immediately be scanned and uploaded in the software after execution of the loan documents/ further loan documents / tripartite agreements / modification deed etc. and for the documents which have been executed in past and having live documents are also required to be scanned in time bound manner and complete this task within a period of two months. Besides this, the photographs of key promoters are also to be uploaded at the specified space in the software. It is reiterated that procedure for movement of Security Documents should be strictly followed while taking out the documents from the Envelop for the purpose of scanning.

Initially Branch Office Jaipur (Central), Jaipur (North) and Jaipur (South) are directed to complete the scanning work as above for which an Initial Budget of Rs. 2,000/- to each BO is given for the purpose. The Branch Offices are advised to negotiate the rates for the work with atleast three service providers. Request for additional budget may be sent to FMD, HO after utilization of Rs. 2,000/-.

All concerned are directed for compliance of the above.

(Maneesh Chauhan)
Managing Director

Copy to
1. All Branch Offices / Facilitation Centres
2. Standard circulation at HO.